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The study of feral children

assignment it will be confined to the

underdevelopment in language

without any social interaction. There

as the studies of behaviorism in

language and rules for that language.

after being feral for so long, which

development of the frontal lobe and

acquisition happens in human

and Vigliotti's (2014) text they

language or children and adults leam

development because it allows for

to develop notions of what is socially

et al.'s QAlq text they say, "The

which language is learned and

looked at language acquisition

Children learn language through

the language development was

with other humans.

In Hockenbury, Nolan, and

of the human brain and break down
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grown with over one hundred cases. but for this

of "Genie" who went through the most extreme form

Feral children are children that have grown up

also some advantages to the study of feral children such

a child mimics the behaviors of an adult to develop the

There are limits to how much language a child can develop

this study so interesting in terms of how it effects the

left cerebral hemisphere of the brain. Language

from birth to the age of three and in Brown, Attardo,

it as "The process whereby children learn their native

second language." Language is a vital part of human

to communicate and interact with other humans and

behavior to create norrns and mores. In Brown

Noam Chomsky focused on a theory called nativism in

and not an inherent part of human development. He

and linked that to the critical period hypothesis (CpH).,,

interactions with the world around them, but for ..Genie,,

at the age of two and she never had much interaction

s (2016) textbook they discuss the development

parts ofthe brain that are used to develop language and
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thinking. The primary arcathat is

hemisphere where language is the

is right and wrong they must first

what is socially acceptable behavior

which never fully develops in

In Brown et al.'s (2014)

and the role in which a caretaker of

language words are formed and

which a child was raised in a

"Genie" who was strapped to either

12 years of her life. She only was

the syntax of her native language.

linguist focused on a nativist

acquisition devices and the theory of

says that if a ohild is to develop their

never understand it at all-

Similarly with the discussion

hypothesis in which he describes the

communication, either spoken or

the method of combining them used

forms of the CPH and that one is

to CPH researcher had to start

article really focuses on CPH and it applies to native speakers of a language and second

J

to develop language is the left side of the cerebral

focus. In order for humans to develop a sense of what

a language as a way of communicating their ideas of

in tum relates to the developmeat of the frontal lobe,

until the age of twenty- five

they discuss the work of B.F. Skinner's in behaviorism

child says a word and the child mimics until their native

The text mentioned a case from the 1970s, one in

abusive environment. The case focused on a girl named

plastic potty or a bed and was barely spoken b for about

to develop simple words, but could nerrer fully develop

text also mentions the work of Noam Chomsky as a

that would lead to his understanding of language

period hypothesis. The critical period hypothesis

language they must do it before puberty or they will

linguistics Alghizzi (20|4) discusses the critical period

specific meaning of CPH, "the method of

consisting of the use of words, their pronunciation, and *(_
are two aiff"r"nt {"i{understood." He also states that there

and one is "strong"- With the two different approaches

when CPH begins and when it declines, or ends- The
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language learners. Learners of any

language through experience with

with a native speaker if it is a second

ln a follow up to the cases

and Meier Q.014) focused on

pointing rather than the usual index

child development is considered to

not. They also discuss the possible

pointing may have to do with

researchers focused on video footage

This paper helped me to

watch t}re Baby Einstetn videos

was not to simply just give them

of exposing them to language and the

introduced my sisters to symbols and

them language. It is important in the

language and guide them through

specifically because it has been used

college academic career from

how all three academic areas focused

to a developing mind especially the of a child.
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go through this CPH and have to develop the

social interactions growing up or through interactions

language learner.

of '"Genie" in Brown et al.'s (2014) researchers Looney

and her ability to communicate through middle finger

pointing. The discussion of index finger pointing in

one of a biological nature, but the middle finger point is

in corpus callosum and that the middle finger

preference that is not limited to pointing. These two

sessions with "Genie."

Discussion

why my stepmother had my three younger sisters

they were newborns until about one and a half years old. It

to watch while she did house work, but it was a way

of our native language, English. The videos

words associated with those very symbols and taught

few years of a child's life to inkoduce them to their ,{p
to develop and understand the language. I chose this topic

brought up in three of the courses I have taken over my

to sociology and now to psychology. It is nice to see

the same case sfudy to see how language vras a vital key
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In order to paint a bigger

and child language acquisition are in

the cases instead of a small $oup.

and the language acquisition

in the cases from most extreme to

and the implications it has on their

would be nice to see the differences

and the variant of the language

they are alive can be done through

would be interesting to see how the

really nice to see a follow up to

has on the brain.

bo{'o
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and Future Study

to undetstand the vital role critical period hypothesis

developing mind, it might be easier to focus on all of

I are over one hundred noted cases about feral children

but the more interesting thing wouid be to see the variant

least extreme developmental deficiencies in feral children

This study of the brains and the language acquisition

brain structure in terms of density in the corpus callosum

scale. Of course the examination of the brain while

on the outside of the skull, but after their death it

structures developed or did not develop. It would be

& Meier (2014) and the effects language development
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